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YORK – The NBA is investigating the officiating in

Game 4 of the Eastern Conference finals, after a
controversial sequence involving the Philadelphia

76ers that ended with Kawhi Leonard being given the
charge for an offensive foul on Joel Embiid. Shortly
after the opening tip, Embiid was assessed a foul for

blocking James Harden's layup attempt with his hand.
The officials discussed the call for a few seconds, then
looked at it again, and ruled it a blocking foul. Harden
nailed a three-pointer that gave the Rockets a 16-point

first-quarter lead, and the NBA Players Association
tweeted afterward that the foul would be looked at by

the league office. The sequence is now the subject of a
league investigation. The referees should have ruled

the basket illegal, Harden's three-pointer made it legal,
and then Embiid committed a foul. "There's a
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difference between a foul and a block, and the
violation is when you commit a foul, and the foul you

committed was a blocking foul," assistant referee
Brian Czajkowski said. "A block is when you obstruct

a player and that foul is when you touch the player.
When he touches the basket it changes it. The basket is

not foul." Video review would determine what
happened. The game ended with Embiid being charged

with a foul when he grabbed Harden's jersey while
chasing the ball to the hoop. "I don't think there was a
foul on the play," Rockets coach Mike D'Antoni said.
"The call was made. They didn't want to call a foul on
the play. I didn't think it was a foul. And the game was
over. "The officials don't make the rules. The rules are

made by the league. But the officials have to follow
those rules." The officials apparently believed they saw

Embiid's forearm contact Harden's body as the ball
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reached the rim. But the ruling by the
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last .Improved performance of phosphorimager
bandpass filters. In recent years, the fluorophore

Family DNA gel electrophoresis was widely used in
genomic research and has become the first choice for
the sensitive screening of genome and gene mutations.

To produce a visible band of DNA, heterogeneous
fluorescent dye such as ethidium bromide (EtBr) is

used. Here we report a significant improvement in the
performance of phosphorimager bandpass filters. The

filters are based on conventional red-green color
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cameras which allow a wavelength (lambda(max))
between 591 nm and 609 nm. We synthesized new
EtBr derivatives for the development of a highly
sensitive and non-hazardous dye-DNA banding

procedure. We used these new dyes and applied them
in the screening of mutations in human beta globin

gene. We managed to improve the fluorescence signals
obtained and observed similar migration patterns with
the Ethidium bromide-DNA banding method.Q: How
to empty the launch screen of an app on iPhone I'm

doing an iOS app that has a "launch screen", that looks
like a screenshot of a page that the app opens. The

problem is that on some iPhones I develop, the back
button don't work if the launch screen is there, and if I
remove the launch screen, then the back button works
perfectly. Is there any way to do it without having the

launch screen be shown on the iPhone? A: You have to
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explicitly remove your launch screen, preferably via a
unique identifier. (For example, assume that you have
the launch screen called "FirstViewController.xib". If
you used "FirstViewController" in your code, then a
developer could be tricked into thinking that the app

was really loading the view controller
"FirstViewController.xib" instead of

"FirstViewController" if they replaced the xib with a
different xib.) You should probably add an "About"

view controller, which would not have a "Launch
Screen" (I suppose a "Default View Controller" might

also have the same problem). You can identify the
"About" view controller by calling the navigation
controller's "rootViewController" or by calling the
"topViewController" of the navigation controller's

"visibleViewController". To 595f342e71
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